
ELEGANT
The quality of the materials and the
special internal structure make it light
and particularly suitable for garden use.

SILVERGREEN
Its exclusive multilayer structure makes it
remarkably pliable, elastic and easy to
handle. The total anti-UV protection
prevents the formation of algae.

ABOVEGROUND IRRIGATION
Water is carried by hoses, with an inside diameter proportional
to the quantity of water and the distance covered. In medium-
size gardens, the diameter is normally 12 or 14 mm: a larger
diameter is suitable if the garden is bigger, or when water pres-
sure is low.

FLEXYFORT 
The extrastrong hose made to last; the
secret lies in the choice of materials and
the strong mesh inside reinforcement.

TOP BLACK
The non-toxic hose made from 100%
pure material, with black exterior to
prevent the formation of algae, and
transparent interior to guarantees total
water purity.

AQUAVIVA
The strong and easy to handle hose,
thanks to the special reinforcement, with
anti-algae interior to ensure best water
quality, ready for all garden uses.

How to immediately find the diameter in inches of a hose. Use this
practical conversion table for inside and outside diameters.  There is
also a graduated scale along the edge of the page: place it against
the inside diameter, then compare it with the length of the
coloured lines.  The red line corresponds to 1/2”,
the blue to 5/8”, the yellow to 3/4” and
the green to 1”.

Trade measurements in inches and mm
inches mm ø inside mm ø outside

1/2" 12.5 17 
5/8" 14 / 16 19 / 22 
3/4" 19 24 
1" 25 32.5
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SPRAY NOZZLE
Practical and rugged, this nozzle allows
the water jet to be adjusted from fully
closed to fully open.

PISTOL FAN SPRAYER 
Sprinkler jet for the more fragile plants.
Remove the sprinkler head to use it as
a regular adju-
stable gun nozzle.

FAN SPRAYER
Delivers water in pattern of small jets.
This model is part icular ly recom-
mended for gently watering localized
areas (f lower beds, vases, etc.),
respecting the young plants. They also
have a handy valve on the grip.  

LONG FAN SPRAY
Ideal for easily watering plants in hard
to reach places.

"ERGO-GARDEN" SPRAY PISTOL
Multi-Jet spray pistol with practical ergonomic
grip. Rotate the pistol head for different jets:
from jet to soft fan wise -
gentle soaker - shower
and aerator spray (jet
mixed with air bubbles).
Very useful for watering
potted plants. Selector
device and lock for
required jet.

8617 8535 8537

8922

9391

8541

A family of products designed to
“ launch” water over a distance.
With these spray nozzles, you can
adjust the water flow according to
specific needs: from completely
closed to concentrated, to open,
through to a fine sprinkle. For extra
practical use, flow control is posi-
tioned on the handle. Or for even
greater versatility, select a washing
pistol with instant control trigger.

SPRAY PISTOL
Professional heavy
duty spray pistol with
lever adjustment of water
flow and patented blocking
device for desired jet.

8756

SPRAY NOZZLES

8917

Claber spray nozzles are available individually, 
or complete with hose and tap connectors.
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STATIONARY AND ROTATING SPRINKLERS

MULTIFUNCTION SPRINKLER
Made entirely from ABS, the special round
shape makes it easy to drag over lawns.
Shaped upper section for easy holding
and selecting 6 different functions.

8654

TURBOSPIKE
With a plastic spike for
st icking into the
ground, waters with
sprinkle effect.
Excel lent for f lower
beds.

ROLLINA
The exclusive 5-blade rotor
breaks the water jets to create
a fine natural sprinkle. 

IDROSPRAY 2000
With “fan” nozzles for an even
spray and splendid fountain
effects.

TURBOSPRUZZO
Stationary sprinkler produces a
fine spray for watering round
areas.

8660

8656

IDROJET 2000
Sprinkler with adjustable nozzle
for excel lent results at any
water pressure. Sprays
water in a circular
pattern with
l ight rain
effect.

8694

Stationary sprinklers are the simplest, without
moving parts which increases the watering
range. The water is delivered through one or
more nozzles, with sprinkle or spray jets. These
models offer excel lent results with normal
domestic water pressure.  The rotating arm
sprinklers are the most used. With fixed or adju-
stable nozzles with different jets, they allow the
watering range to be varied and the best
working posit ion to be found,
depending on the pressure.

360°

AQUALUX 2000
Rotating sprinkler with adjustable
nozzles for excellent results,
even with low water pressure.
Waters round areas with a light
sprinkle.

8685
8675

8658



PULSATING SPRINKLERS

OSCILLATING SPRINKLERS

Oscillating sprinklers cover rectangular areas, watering only
where necessary. The area can be varied with the selector. The
swinging arm sprays a fan of water into the air, which falls gently
just l ike natural rain. The handy plug accessor y can be
removed for periodic cleaning of the nozzles.

IMPACT HEAD 3/4” F
Pulsating sprinkler head for
watering sectors or with
full rotation. 

COMPACT-20 AQUA CONTROL
ABS swinging arm with exclusive “aqua
control” system for varying the breadth
of the watered area.

COMPACT-18 SUPER METAL
Swinging arm with 18 nozzles, hydraulic
motor and new large-diameter
turbine.

IMPACT TRIPOD
Impact spr inkler on an aluminium
tripod.

IMPACT ON SPIKE
Impact sprinkler mounted
on a steady two-pronged
spike.

8696

8810

8740 8753

The so-called “pulsating” sprinklers have a striker that breaks the water
jet to distribute it more evenly. An original adjustment ring nut selects
the areas to be irrigated. These sprinklers provide the longest range,
and are used for watering large, obstacle-free areas. 

COMPACT 160 PROMO
Aluminium arm with 14 precision holes
guaranteeing even water jets, just like
natural rain.

8721
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The hose is an important asset that will only last if cared for properly: after use, it must be
drained of all residual water and put in a dry place, out of the sunlight. 

To store your garden hose neatly, without bends and twists, and to carry it without dragging,
there’s nothing better than a hose-cart. Claber hose-carts also allow continuous water flow

without having to extract the hose. Just unwind the length required: water flows
through the hose-cart hub into the wound hose and out the other end.

HOSE REELS
Your hose will last even longer on sturdy and rigid wall-mounted
reels. Designed for outdoors, they have rustproof aluminium
frames, resin drums, and come in a simple kit for assembly
without tools.

AQUA PONY
This exceptionally compact model is
ideal for terraces and small gardens.

KIROS KIT
Wall-mounted hose-reel with 20 metres
of ø 12-17 mm hose, 3/4” tap
connector with 1/2” reduction, 4 auto-
matic fittings and spray nozzle.

8887

8945

HOSE CARTS



SILVER-AL
The new ergonomic handle makes this
cart easy to carr y and even more

compact when storing.
Sturdy, lightweight rustproof
aluminium frame. Reel
drum mounted in delrin

for frictionless winding.
Grooved, semi-
enclosed wheels
for crossing narrow
spaces.

GENIUS 60
The ideal hose-cart for medium-size

gardens. Hose f i t t ing
supplied.

METAL GEMINI
All metal structure with epoxide resin
surface treatment to ensure lasting
protection.  Large diameter
wheels facil i tate moving
and guarantee stability on
every ground surfaces. 

8977

AQUAPASS SET
Hose cassette: only unwind the length
required; it rewinds after use.  

8974

METAL 60
Total metal structure with epoxy resin
coating to ensure a lifetime of efficient
use. Quick and easy to
assemble, able to carry
up to 70 m of 1/2” hose, it
is ideal for medium-sized
gardens.

8862

88948891
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What else can you do with water? Wash the car, the terrace or
garden paths, clean the boat or the camper. All this while mini-
mizing water consumption with Claber “Wippy –System” water-
cleaning ideas.

MALIBU SHOWER
Shower for the terrace, garden or camping.
The steady tripod allows it to be installed on
any surface. Height 200 cm.

RIVIERA SHOWER
Shower with spike for camping and the garden.
Height 230 cm.

WIPPY CAR
Comes in two versions: with rounded bristles for car washing, or
extra-stiff for masonry surfaces, pavements, terraces, planking,
and more. With 120 cm aluminium handle and adjustment valve.

SHOWERS “WIPPY-SYSTEM” WASH BRUSHES

After summer gardening, or even holidaying or
camping, cool off under the tripod shower.
Usable on all surfaces, this corrosionproof all-
aluminium shower connects directly to a water
hose. Completely dismantles, thus taking up
very little space.  

8956

8954

8843

8841

CARRY CART

The carry cart for cleaning up and collecting leaves, grass
cuttings and rubbish in disposable PVC bags: another great
Claber gardening idea!

Completely rustproof, Carry Cart can
be left outside, and uses the strong
Claber bags or others commercially
available.  

8934

WIPPY TURBO
The water pressure causes the inside bristles to
turn, for a power ful effort less washing force,
without splashing. Complete with 120 cm jointed
aluminium handle and adjustment valve.



ERGOGRIP

Not just ordinary tools, but ergonomic instruments offering top work efficiency and handiness. With the aerated grip, solid
and attractive, thanks to double chrome plating, and moistureproof. 

NARROW 
TRANSPLANTER

8194

PELLICANO
DIBBLER AND
PLANTER

8180

SMALL 
TWO-PRONGED

HOE

8184

SMALL RAKE

8187

THREE-PRONGED
FORK

TAPERED
PLANT DIBBLER

8185

8179
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